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Facility Construction

Expect the Best
Michels constructs the stations and transmission
facilities required for successful pipeline operations.
Our dedicated facilities team safely and efficiently
manages and completes greenfield and brownfield
projects throughout the United States. Michels is
proud to be known for its commitment to safety,
advanced technology, environmental protection,

• Pump Stations
• Compressor Stations
• Storage Field & Terminals
• Meter & Regulator Stations
• Horsepower Additions
• Storage Additions

quality and reliability. Our customers include the
most respected names in the energy industry.
Pump Stations and Compressor Stations.
Michels understands that pump stations and
compressor stations are the beating hearts of oil
and gas delivery systems. We build station projects
in all locations and climates. We have the leadership
and resources needed to match our customers’
schedule demands.

we do that.
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Meter and Regulator Stations.
Michels does exactly what it takes to build meter and regulator
stations that maintain pressure within acceptable limits while
matching the flow of gas through a station with the downstream
gas demand or transmission-to-distribution custody transfer.
Horsepower Additions and Storage Additions.
Michels executes plans for expanding existing systems and
renovating outdated equipment to maintain reliable operation
and pressure along a pipeline. Our services include adding and
upgrading pumps and compression units, manifolds, meter
run replacements, and various piping systems to allow for
increased pipeline or storage capacity.
Turnkey solutions.
Michels provides full turnkey construction services that
include clearing, environmental controls and monitoring,
grading, containment, ground water displacement, excavation
and backfill, foundation installation, pile installation, pipe
fabrication, rotating equipment installation and alignment,
piping installation, steel fabrication and erection, electrical and
instrumentation packages, process tubing, building erection,
HVAC, site containment, and fencing.
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